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Abstract

Energetic electron depletions are a notable feature of the nightside Martian upper atmosphere. In this study, we investigate

systematically the variations of the occurrence of depletions with both internal and external conditions, using the extensive

Solar Wind Electron Analyzer measurements made on board the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution. In addition to the

known trends of increasing occurrence with decreasing altitude and increasing magnetic field intensity, our analysis reveals that

depletions are more easily observed when the ambient magnetic fields are more horizontally inclined and under lower Solar

Wind (SW) dynamic pressures. We also find that the occurrence increases with increasing atmospheric CO$ 2$ density but this

trend is restricted to low altitudes and within weakly magnetized regions only. These observations suggest that the formation

of electron depletions is two folded: (1) Near strong crustal magnetic anomalies, closed magnetic loops preferentially form and

shield the atmosphere from direct access of SW electrons, a process that is modulated by the upstream SW condition; (2) In

weakly magnetized regions, SW electrons precipitate into the atmosphere unhindered but with an intensity substantially reduced

at low altitudes due to inelastic collisions with ambient neutrals. In addition, our analysis reveals that both the ionospheric

plasma content and thermal electron temperature are clearly reduced in regions with depletions than those without, supporting

SW electron precipitation as an important source of external energy driving the variability in the deep nightside Martian upper

atmosphere and ionosphere.
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Key Points:14

• Energetic electron depletions in the nightside Martian upp er atmosphere show in-15

teresting variations with inte rnal and external conditions.16

• Substantially reduced ionospheric plasma content and thermal electron temp er-17

ature are observed in regions with depletions.18

• The formation of depletions are controlled by b oth magnetic shielding and CO 219

absorption.20
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Abstract21

Energetic electron depletions are a notable feature of the nightside Martian upp er22

atmosphere. In this study, we investigate s ystematically the variations of the o ccurrence23

of depletions with b oth internal and external conditions, using the extensive Solar Wind24

Electron Analyzer measurements made on b oard the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evo-25

lution. In addition to the known trends of increasing o ccurrence with decreasing altitude26

and increasing magnetic field intens ity, our analysis reve als that depletions are more eas-27

ily observed when the ambient magnetic fields are more horizontally inclined and under28

lowe r Solar Wind (SW) dynam ic pressures. We also find that the o ccurrence increases29

with increasing atmospheric CO 2 density but this trend is restricted to low altitudes and30

within weakly magnetized regions only. These observations suggest that the formation31

of electron depletions is two folded: (1) Near strong c rustal magnetic anomalies, closed32

magnetic lo ops pre fe re ntially form and shield the atmosphere from direct access of SW33

electrons, a pro c ess that is mo dulated by the upstream SW condition; (2) In weakly mag-34

netized regions, SW electrons precipitate into the atmosphere unhindered but with an35

intensity substantially reduced at low altitudes due to inelastic collisions with ambient36

neutrals. In addition, our analysis reveals that b oth the ionospheric plasma content and37

thermal electron temp erature are clearly reduc ed in regions w ith depletions than those38

without, supp orting SW e lectron precipitation as an imp ortant source of external en-39

ergy driving the variability in the deep nightside Martian upp er atmosphere and iono-40

sphere.41

1 Introduction42

Energetic electron precipitation from the Solar Wind (SW) is generally thought to43

b e the m ost imp ortant pro cess driving the variability of the deep nightside Martian up-44

p er atmosphere and ionosphere [e.g. Fow ler et al. , 2015; Girazian et al. , 2017a; Cui et al. ,45

2019]. The pattern of electron precipitation is highly struc tured due to the complicated46

magnetic field top ology in the vicinity of the planet [ Lil lis et al. , 2018; Adams et al. , 2018].47

A notable feature is the presence of close d magnetic lo ops which are usually ass o ciated48

with strong crustal anomalies and effectively shield the atmosphere from direct SW elec-49

tron impact [e.g. Xu et al. , 2017]. On the nightside, such a magnetic field configuration50

has an observable effect on the energetic electron distribution, in the form of lo calize d51

depletions as rep orted by Steckiewicz et a l. [2015] based on the measurements made by52
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the Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA) on b oard the recent Mars Atmo sphe re and53

Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) spacecraft [ Mitchel l et al. , 2016].54

Steckiewicz et al. [2017] p erformed a comprehensive analysis of nightside e ne rge tic55

electron precipitation near Mars combining the measurements made by the Mars Global56

Surveyor (MGS), the Mars Expre ss, and MAVEN, identifying more than 134,500 deple-57

tions b etween 125 and 900 km in altitude. The fractional o ccurrence of electron deple-58

tions reveals the exp ected s tro ng correlation with crustal magnetic fields. Ab ove 100 eV,59

depletions have also b een observed on the dayside within the ionosphere [e.g. Brain et al. ,60

2007] and the induced magnetosphere [e.g. Hal l et al. , 2016], b oth connected to crustal61

magnetic fields as on the nightside.62

Since the magnetic field top ology near Mars, a ke y factor that mo dulates electron63

precipitation, is controlled by the SW interaction with Mars in the presence of crustal64

magnetic fields [ Nagy et al. , 2004, and references therein], we would exp ect that the dis -65

tribution of e ne rge tic electrons dep ends on the upstream SW condition to some degree.66

The dep endence of electron precipitation on SW dynamical pressure has b een rep orted67

in terms of the integrated flux of ionizing electrons [e.g. Lil lis et a l. , 2018], but whether68

the o ccurrence of electron depletions is correlated with the upstream SW c ondition has69

not b een investigated observationally.70

In the relatively dense re gions of the nightside Martian upp er atmosphere b elow71

170 km, the o ccurrence of electron depletions app ears to b e uniformly distributed across72

the surface of Mars, irresp ective of the ambient magnetic field intensity and elevation73

[ Steckiewicz et al. , 2017]. Such an obse rvation has b een interpreted by the formation of74

electron depletions via CO 2 absorption rather than magnetic shielding, as supp orted by75

the p ersistent app earance of a nightside p eak in electron intensity at 6 eV which is co-76

incident with a clear dip in the CO 2 electron impact cross section at the same energy77

[ Steckiewicz et al. , 2015].78

In a more recent study, Steckiewicz et a l. [2019] used the distribution of energetic79

electron depletions identified in the SWEA sp ectra to lo cate the so-called Extreme Ul-80

traviolet (EUV) terminator on Mars, b eyond which no ionizing photons are pre sent [so81

also Lil lis et al. , 2018]. The EUV terminator presents b oth a dawn-dusk asymmetry and82

a seasonal variation, likely driven by the spatial and temp oral variations in the ambi-83
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ent atmosphere as predicted by extensive numerical calculations [e.g. Gonz ález-Galindo84

et al. , 2009; Bougher et al. , 2015b].85

Motivated by existing obs ervations and prop osed interpretations, this study is in-86

tended for a further inve stigation of energetic electron depletions in the nightside Mar-87

tian upp er atmosphere, by virtue of the extensive and simultaneous measurements made88

by several instruments on b oard MAVEN. The pap er is organized as follows. In Section89

2, we describ e the data set used and intro duce our metho dology for identifying electron90

depletions. In Section 3, we present the statistical results on the variations of the frac-91

tional o ccurrence of electron depletions with altitude, SZA, magnetic field intensity and92

elevation angle, SW dynamical pressure, as well as atmospheric CO 2 density. Sp ecial em-93

phases are placed on some of these variations that have not b een investigated in detail94

b efore, whereas the remaining ones are only briefly discussed. In Section 4, we present95

the characteristics of the ionospheric thermal plasma in regions with de ple tions , which96

are compared to those in regions without. Finally, we discuss in Section 5 and provide97

conclusions in Section 6.98

2 Data set and methodology99

MAVEN is des igne d to understand the structure, comp osition, and variability of100

the Martian upp er atmosphere and ionosphere under different conditions [ Jakosky et al. ,101

2015]. The spacecraft b egan to orbit Mars at a 75 ◦ inclination angle, a 4.5 hr p erio d, and102

a nominal p eriapsis altitude around 150 km since its orbital insertion on 22 Septemb er103

2014. Until now, MAVEN has completed the global coverage of Mars with a wide range104

of geographic longitude and latitude, solar zenith angle (SZA) and lo cal time, as well as105

solar longitude. In addition to the nominal mission phase, MAVEN also made several106

Deep Dip campaigns, each lasting for 1-2 weeks, during which the p eriapsis was lowered107

to 120-130 km in order to sample the deep e r regions near and b e low the Martian homopause108

[e.g. Bougher et al. , 2015a].109

Our analysis relies primarily on the measurements m ade by the MAVEN SWEA110

instrument accumulated over more than 3 years from the arrival of the spacec raft at Mars111

to 14 February 2018, a p erio d mostly under low to mo derate solar activity conditions.112

The SWEA is a symmetric and hemispheric elec tros tatic analyzer designed to measure113

the energy and angular distributions of electrons over an energy range of 3 eV to 4.6 keV114
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Figure 1. Observations of energetic electron depletions during MAVEN orbit #3416 on 1 July

2016 with a periapsis altitude of 141 km and a periapsis SZA of 128◦ . (A) The SWEA electron

intensity from 3 eV to 4.6 keV averaged over the instrument FOV; (B) The magnetic �eld inten-

sity based on the MAG measurements along with the three components in the local coordinate;

(C) The spacecraft altitude and SZA; (D)-(F) The electron depletions identi�ed according to our

method and those of Stecki ewicz et al. [2015] and Xu et al. [2017]. The two vertical lines in the

�gure encompass regions within the optical shadow, where the presence of energetic electron de-

pletions is clearly revealed by the data. The crustal magnetic �eld model of Morschhauser et al .

[2014] is superimposed in panel (B) for comparison.

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

in 19 logarithmically spaced channels and spanning a field of view (FOV) of 360 ◦� 14 ◦
115

in 16 azimuthally uniformly spaced sectors [ Mitchel l et al. , 2016]. For the purp ose of this116

study, we use the SWEA level 2 data that consist of omni-directional electron intensity117

ave rage d over all angles within the instrument FOV. The background counts in each sp ec-118

trum contributed by either galactic cosmic rays or solar energetic particles have b een prop-119

erly subtracted according to Mitchel l et al. [2016] (see their Figure 7).120

An example is presented in Figure 1A w he re we s how the variation of the SWEA130

sp ectrum along the spacecraft tra jectory during MAVEN orbit #3416 on 1 July 2016.131

For reference, we also show in Figure 1B the variations of the magnetic field intensity132

based on the MAVEN Magnetometer (MAG) measurements [ Connerney et al. , 2015] along133
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Figure 2. (A) The variation of dynamic pressure during MAVEN orbit #2537 on 19 January

2016, with the measurements outside and inside the bow shock indicated by blue and red, respec-

tively. The horizontal dashed line shows the average upstream SW dynamic pressure obtained

for this orbit. (B) The orbital trajectory in the MSO coordinate with the nominal bow shock

location of Trotignon et al. [2006] given by the dashed line. R M is the solid body radius of Mars.

152

153

154

155

156

with the three comp onents in the lo cal co ordinate with x p ointing toward east, y p oint-134

ing toward north, and z p ointing toward vertically upward. The crustal magnetic field135

mo del of Morschhauser et al. [2014] is sup erimp osed for comparison. Information on the136

spacecraft altitude and SZA is provided in Figure 1C. The two vertical lines in the fig-137

ure encompass regions within the optical shadow, where the presence of energetic elec -138

tron depletions is clearly revealed by the data. The figure demonstrates the preferred139

o ccurrence of energetic electron depletions in the vicinity of a strong crustal magnetic140

anomaly over the southern hemisphere, which was crossed by MAVEN near p eriapsis dur-141

ing this orbit.142

Analogous to Lil lis et al. [2018], information on the upstream SW condition dur-143

ing each MAVEN orbit is gained from the Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA) measure-144

ments averaged over the p ortion of the orbit outside the Martian b ow sho ck [ Halekas et al. ,145

2015]. For simplicity, the b ow sho ck lo cation is obtained from the early result of Trotignon146

et al. [2006] based on the Phob os 2 and MGS data, w hich is generally consistent with147

the more recent MAVEN re sult of Halekas et al. [2017]. The ab ove treatment may s ome-148

times lead to the inclusion of undesired energetic ion measurements within the Martian149

magnetosheath regions, which are removed by visually insp ecting the variation of dy-150

namic pressure along the spacecraft tra jectory.151

An example is provided in Figure 2 for MAVEN orbit #2537 on 19 January 20 16,160

with the measurements outside and inside the b ow sho ck indicated by blue and red, re-161
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Figure 3. The distribution of SW dynamical pressure from all orbits included in this study,

where the vertical dashed line corresponds to the median value of 0.65 nPa separating the entire

data set into two subsamples with low and high SW dynamic pressures, respectively.

157

158

159

sp ectively. The horiz ontal dashed line shows the average SW dynamical pressure adopted162

for this orbit. The corresp onding orbital tra jectory is displayed in the same figure in the163

cylindrically symmetric Mars-centered Solar Orbital (MSO) co ordinate with x p ointing164

toward the Sun, z p erp e ndicular to the ecliptic and p ointing toward the northern hemi-165

sphere, and y completing the right-hand system. In Figure 2B, R =
p

y 2 + z 2 and the166

dashed line shows the nominal b ow sho ck lo cation of Trotignon et al. [2006]. In Figure167

3, we show further the distribution of SW dynamical pressure from all orbits included168

in our analysis, where the vertical dashed line corresp onds to the median value of 0.65 nPa169

separating the entire data set into two subsamples with low and high SW dynamic pre s-170

sures, resp ective ly [see also Lil lis et al. , 2018].171

For any individual SWEA sp ectrum, we compute the electron energy flux integrated177

ove r the entire available energy range of 3 eV to 4.6 keV. The distribution of such an en-178

ergy flux b elow 500 km and within the optical shadow of Mars is displayed in Figure 4.179

The figure reveals two distinctive p eaks centered around 8 � 10 9 eV cm − 2 s − 1 and 1 �180

10 8 eV cm − 2 s − 1 , which naturally reflect the direct access of SW electrons into the at-181

mosphere and the shielding of thes e electrons by closed magnetic lo ops, resp ectively. The182

two p e aks are we ll separated such that a fixed threshold could b e used to uniquely iden-183
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Figure 4. The distribution of the electron energy ux integrated over the energy range of

3 eV to 4.6 keV based on all SWEA measurements made below 500 km and within the op-

tical shadow. The �gure reveals two widely separated peaks from which a �xed threshold of

1 × 109 eV cm− 2 s− 1, indicated by the vertical dashed line, is used to identify electron depletions

in this study.

172

173

174

175

176

tify a SWEA sp ectrum as a depletion or a non-depletion. This threshold, chosen to b e184

1 � 10 9 eV cm − 2 s − 1 in this study, is indicated by the vertical dashed line in the fig-185

ure. For MAVEN orbit #505, all depletions with integrated electron energy flux b elow186

the threshold are color co ded by black in Figure 1D.187

For comparison, Steckiewicz et a l. [2015, 2017] identified electron depletions based188

on the electron count rates measured at three sp ecific energies: 4.26 eV, 98.93 eV, and189

111.16 eV, whereas Xu et al. [2017] considered the electron inte ns ity at 40 eV and rec-190

ommended an intensity threshold of 10 5 eV cm − 2 s − 1 sr − 1 eV − 1 b elow which a SWEA191

sp ectrum could b e classified as a depletion. Both metho ds are rep eated here and the de-192

pletions identified during orbit #505 are indicated in Figures 1E and 1F, revealing that193

a general agreement could b e reached by different metho ds. We therefore exp ect that194

the statistics of electron depletions is rather insensitive to the detailed criterion used and195

that slight difference in any individual SWEA sp ectrum should b e well buried by the global196

trends that we seek when combining a su�ciently large data set as utilized here.197
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Figure 5. The altitude and SZA variations of the fractional occurrence of energetic elec-

tron depletions. The dashed line represents the edge of the optical shadow on Mars whereas the

dash-dotted line shows the EUV terminator determined by Lil lis et al. [2018].

206

207

208

3 Variations of electron depletions198

Based on the entire available SWEA data set, the predefined threshold of 1 � 10 9 eV cm − 2 s − 1
199

is used to identify a total numb er of 394,020 electron depletions. The numb er of SWEA200

measurements, b oth with and without depletions, are also recorded in order to find the201

fractional o ccurrence of depletions, on which we p erform a statistical analysis in terms202

of its variations with altitude, SZA, magnetic field intensity and elevation angle, SW dy-203

namic pressure, as well as atmospheric CO 2 density. Sp ecial emphases are placed on some204

of the ab ove variations that have not b een investigated in detail b efore.205

We start with the altitude and SZA variations of the fractional o ccurrence of de-209

pletions irresp ective of magnetic field configuration and upstream SW condition, as dis-210

played in Figure 5. The figure confirms the known systematic trend of decreasing o ccur-211

rence of depletions with increasing altitude, from nearly 100% at 120 km to less than 10%212

at 500 km. The SZ A variation is characterized by a sharp edge that corresp onds to the213

EUV terminator b eyond which energetic electrons can no longer b e pro duced lo cally by214

solar ionizing photons. The figure also reveals an abnormal distribution of electron de-215

pletions around SZ A � 130 ◦ , manifest as a reduced probability of o ccurrence b elow 250 km.216

A similar result was also obtained by Steckiewicz et al. [2019] who lo cated a region around217
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Figure 6. The dependence of the occurrence of electron depletions on the ambient magnetic

�eld con�guration below 300 km and for SZA > 110◦ .

221

222

the same SZA on b oth the dawn and dus k sides. Whether this interesting feature reflects218

a statistical bias or a physically realistic observation remains to b e pinned dow n when219

more SWEA data are accumulated.220

The dep endence of the fractional o ccurrence of electron depletions on magnetic field223

configuration is demonstrated in Figure 6, where we show the distribution of depletions224

with resp ect to b oth field intensity and elevation angle. Only the regions b elow 300 km225

and at SZA > 110 ◦ are included, inc orp orating the bulk of the observed electron de-226

pletions according to Figure 5. Figure 6 suggests that electron depletions tends to o c-227

cur near strong magnetic fields [e.g. Steckiewicz et al. , 2015, 2017], consistent with the228

scenario that the atmosphere is shielded from SW electron precipitation by closed mag-229

netic lo ops preferentially forming around crustal anomalies [e.g. Xu et al. , 2017]. Fur-230

thermore, depletions are less frequently observed in regions with near vertical magnetic231

fields, and accordingly these field line s should b e more likely connected to the SW. A p or-232

tion of the near vertical field lines may still b e close d but connect to the dayside of Mars233

[e.g. Xu et al. , 2016]. Under these circums tanc es, the energetic electrons seen on the night-234

side are asso ciated with large scale photo electron transp ort rather than SW electron pre-235

cipitation. However, the trend with magnetic elevation is hardly seen in weakly magne-236

tized regions as the acc ess of SW electrons is always unhindered. It is noteworthy that237
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Figure 7. The variations of the occurrence of electron depletions with altitude and SW dy-

namic pressure for SZA> 120◦ .

241

242

similar features were also obtained for the variations of the MAVEN-based electron im-238

pact ionization frequency [ Lil lis et al. , 2018] and the MGS-based energetic electron in-239

tensity near 100 eV [ Lil lis and Brain , 2013].240

The SW control of elec tron depletions is prese nted in Figure 7 in terms of the dis-243

tribution of depletions with resp ect to altitude and SW dynamic pressure, including all244

SWEA measurements made at SZA > 120 ◦ . The figure reveals a systematic dec rease245

in the probability of observing electron depletions with incre asing SW dynamic pressure,246

which is an exp ected trend b ecause under high SW dynamic pressures, the Martian iono-247

sphere is more compressed [ Garnier et al. , 2017] and allows an easier access of SW elec-248

trons. Our result is also fully compatible with the observed SW control of the MGS-based249

downward energetic electron flux [e.g. Lil lis and Brain , 2013] and the MAVEN-based elec -250

tron impact ionization frequency [ Lil lis et al. , 2018], b oth on the nightside of Mars.251

More details on the SW control could b e viewed in Figures 8-10, where we show264

the variations with altitude and SZA for different ranges of crustal magnetic field inten-265

sity, the variations with magnetic field intensity and elevation angle for different altitude266

ranges, as well as the variations with geographic longitude and latitude also for differ-267

ent altitude ranges, resp ectively. In all figures, two separate situations are compared char-268

acterized by SW dynamic pres sures ab ove and b e low 0.65 nPa (see Figure 3). The crustal269
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Figure 8. The variations of the occurrence of electron depletions with altitude and SZA for

di�erent ranges of crustal magnetic �eld intensity as indicated in the �gure legend. The left and

right columns compare the situations under low and high SW dynamic pressures.

252

253

254
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Figure 9. The variations of the occurrence of electron depletions with magnetic �eld intensity

and elevation angle for di�erent altitude ranges as indicated in the �gure legend. The situa-

tions under low and high SW dynamic pressures are compared. Only the measurements made at

SZA > 120◦ are included.

255

256

257

258
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Figure 10. The variations of the occurrence of electron depletions with geographic longitude

and latitude for di�erent altitude ranges as indicated in the �gure legend. The situations under

low and high SW dynamic pressures are compared. Only the measurements made at SZA> 120◦

are included. For reference, the crustal magnetic �eld model of Morschhauser et al . [2014] at an

altitude of 400 km is superimposed in each panel.

259

260

261

262

263
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Figure 11. The fractional occurrence of electron depletions as a function of CO2 density for

SZA > 120◦ , restricted to a narrow altitude range of 130-150 km. The situations for the northern

and southern hemispheres are shown separately. Only the inbound data are included.

284

285

286

magnetic field mo de l of Morschhauser et al. [2014] at an altitude of 400 km is sup erim-270

p osed in Figure 10 for comparison. In addition to the overall SW control of electron de-271

pletions, we note that all the known variations of the o ccurrence of e lectron depletions,272

such as the variations with altitude, SZ A, and magnetic field configuration, are p ersis-273

tently seen under different levels of SW dynamic pressure. However, the degrees to which274

these variations are manifes t dep end somewhat on the upstream SW condition.275

From Figure 7, it is noteworthy that the o ccurrence of electron depletions no longer276

resp onds to the upstream SW condition b elow 170 km. Similarly, no apparent dep en-277

dence of depletions on magnetic fields is see n b elow the same altitude, as rep orted by278

Steckiewicz et a l. [2017] and also seen in Figure 10. The apparently uniform distribution279

of depletions b elow 170 km calls for another mechanism that dominate s the formation280

of electron depletions at these altitudes, which was prop osed to b e CO 2 absorption by281

Steckiewicz et a l. [2015], or more accurately, the degradation of energetic electrons via282

inelastic collisions with atmospheric CO 2 molecules [ Bhardwaj and Jain , 2009].283
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To investigate the role of CO 2 absorption, we show in Figure 11 the fractional o c-287

currence of electron depletions at SZA > 120 ◦ as a function of CO 2 density, restricted288

to a narrow altitude range of 130-150 km. Information on CO 2 density is extracted from289

the MAVEN Neutral Gas and Ion Mass Sp ectrometer (NGIMS) measurements [ Mahaffy290

et al. , 2015]. Outb ound data are excluded to avoid the effect of wall contamination well291

known to o ccur on the instrument antechamb er walls [e .g. Cui et al. , 2009a]. In Figure292

11, the situations averaged over the northern and southern hemispheres are compared293

in order to emphasize the effect of magnetic fields. As exp e cted, the figure reveals a clear294

trend over the weakly magnetized northern hemisphere in that the probability of obse rv-295

ing electron depletions decreases significantly with decreasing CO 2 density, supp orting296

the hyp othesis of electron depletions strongly mo dulated by CO 2 absorption. In contrast,297

the same trend is not seen over the southern hemisphere where crustal magnetic anoma-298

lies cluster [e.g. Acuna et al. , 1999]. This could b e interpreted by the fact that in strongly299

magnetized regions, the o ccurrence of electron depletions is mainly due to magnetic shield-300

ing and CO 2 absorption is not a concern b ecause of the absence of SW elec trons at these301

altitudes.302

4 The characteristics of the ambient ionosphere303

Since SW electron precipitation provides an imp ortant external energy source for304

the nights ide Martian upp er atmosphere and ionosphere [e.g. Girazian et al. , 2017a; Cui305

et al. , 2019], we exp ect to observe differences b etween regions with and without electron306

depletions. We fo cus in this section the ionospheric plasma content and thermal struc-307

ture. For such a purp ose, we use the abundanc es of imp ortant nightside ion sp ecies m ea-308

sured by the NGIMS [ Benna et al. , 2015] and the electron temp eratures measured by309

the Langmuir Prob e and Waves (LPW) instrument [ An dersson et al. , 2015].310

We start with the distributions of the NGIMS-based O +
2 , O

+ , CO +
2 , and N

+
2 /CO

+
315

densities in the nightside Martian ionosphere with resp ect to altitude and SZA, which316

are displayed in Figure 12 comparing the situations with and without electron depletions.317

Note that the unit mass resolution of the ins trume nt do es not allow N +
2 and CO + , with318

a common molecular mass of 28 Da, to b e distinguished [ Mahaffy et al. , 2015]. The ion319

density variations b eyond the EUV terminator, indicated by the dash-dotted line, reveals320

clearly that in the absence of SW electron pre cipitation as an exte rnal source, the night-321

side ionosphere b ecome s substantially thinner in terms of the abundances of all the dis-322
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Figure 12. The distributions of O +
2 , O+ , CO+

2 , and N+
2 /CO + in the nightside Martian iono-

sphere with respect to altitude and SZA, comparing the situations with and without electron

depletions. In all panels, the dashed line represents the edge of the optical shadow on Mars

whereas the dash-dotted line shows the EUV terminator determined by Lil lis et al. [2018].

311

312

313

314
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Figure 13. Similar to Figure 12 but for the distribution of NO + in the nightside Martian

ionosphere.

336

337

played ion species. A similar �nding was reported byGirazian et al. [2017a] who com-323

pared the nightside averaged ion density pro�les under high and low incident energetic324

electron uxes, both irrespective of SZA.325

For regions close to the EUV terminator, the observed variations of ion densities326

in Figure 12 should be interpreted with caution because this is where the nightside iono-327

sphere is more likely supported by day-to-night plasma transport rather than SW elec-328

tron precipitation [e.g. Withers et al., 2012;Cui et al., 2015]. Despite this, the ion dis-329

tributions between regions with and without depletions are still remarkably di�erent, which330

could be interpreted by the fact that the closed magnetic loops with both footprints on331

the nightside should not only hinder the precipitation of SW electrons but also hinder332

the horizontal transport of ionospheric plasma from the dayside. This is consistent with333

the recent study of Cao et al. [2019] revealing that day-to-night transport in the Mar-334

tian ionosphere tends to be suppressed in the presence of strong crustal magnetic �elds.335

A further complication is encountered for the long-lived ions which could be replen-338

ished by ion-neutral reactions during day-to-night transport [e.g. Gonz�alez-Galindo et al.,339

2013], analogous to the situation occurring on Titan [Cui et al., 2009b]. A notable ex-340

ample in the nightside Martian ionosphere is NO+ that is replenished by the reactions341

of O+ and O+
2 with atmospheric N2 [Girazian et al., 2017b]. The density distribution342

of NO+ with altitude and SZA is shown in Figure 13. The di�erence between regions343

with and without depletions appears to be substantially reduced relative to the di�er-344
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are present almost everywhere on the nightside including the strongly magnetized regions430

with closed magnetic lo ops as a barrier. In regions completely shielded from SW elec-431

tron precipitation, ionospheric thermal electrons should still b e present as indicated by432

the MAVEN NGIMS and LPW meas urem ents [e.g. Fow ler et al. , 2015; Girazian et al. ,433

2017a], but these electrons are unlikely resp onsible for the 6 eV signature since they have434

typical energies well b elow 1 eV [e.g. Fow ler et al. , 2015]. Furthermore, the spacecraft435

p otential, which could appreciably affect the measured e lectron energies in a SWEA sp ec-436

trum, was highly variable along the MAVEN tra jectory, inconsistent with the stable ap-437

p earance of the sp ectral p eak at 6 eV. Clearly, the nature of the 6 eV feature, b eing re-438

ally connected to CO 2 absorption or reflecting merely an instrumental effect, requires439

further investigations.440

Since SW electron precipitation is generally thought to b e an imp ortant source of441

external energy in the nightside Martian upp er atmosphere and ionosphere [e.g. Girazian442

et al. , 2017a; Cui et al. , 2019], differences in the ionospheric plasma content and ther-443

mal structure b etween regions with and without e le ctron depletions are e xp ected and444

are indeed revealed by the MAVEN data. A substantially thinner ionosphere is observed445

on the nightside in terms of the abundances of imp ortant ion sp ecies such as O +
2 , O

+ ,446

CO +
2 , and N

+
2 /CO

+ . Such a feature is not only s een well b eyond the EUV terminator,447

but also seen in regions where day-to-night plasma transp ort is likely more imp ortant448

than SW electron precipitation as a source for maintaining the nightside ionosphere [e.g.449

Withers et al. , 2012; Cui et al. , 2015; Girazian et al. , 2017b]. These observations indi-450

cate that closed magnetic lo ops forming near strong crus tal anomalies act to hinder b oth451

SW electron precipitation and day-to-night plasma transp ort [ Cao et al. , 2019]. How-452

ever, NO + b ehaves as an exception with comparable abundances b etween regions with453

and without depletions, likely due to the replenishment of this sp ecies on the nightside454

by ion-neutral chemistry [ Girazian et al. , 2017a]. Finally, the thermal electron temp er-455

atures measured in regions with depletions are substantially lower than those in regions456

without. This is an exp ected res ult b ecause thermal electrons could b e e�ciently heated457

by their Coulomb interactions with energetic e lectrons.458

Despite the interesting differences quoted ab ove, we caution that questions do re-459

main p ertinent to some of the characteristics of the ambient atmosphere and ionosphere460

when depletions are observed. Esp ecially, we note that in the absence of appreciable en-461

ergetic electron flux, the ionospheric plasma content is still non-negligible and well ab ove462
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the NGIMS detection limit. The source for such a plasma content, which is clearly not463

SW electron impact ionization, is imp ortant for a thorough understanding of the vari-464

ability and the driving force of the deep nightside Martian ionosphere [e.g. Girazian et al. ,465

2017a; Cui et al. , 2019]. Day-to-night plasm a transp ort do es not provide a solution ei-466

ther since this is not allowed by the closed magnetic lo ops with b oth fo otprints on the467

nightside. Meanwhile, CO 2 absorption of SW electrons likely provides an imp ortant chan-468

nel of lo cal heating in the ambient neutral atmosphere, but this has not yet b een sup-469

p orted by any existing observations [e.g. Stone et al. , 2018; Pilinski et al. , 2018].470

6 Concluding remarks471

In this study, we inve stigate systematically how the o ccurrence of electron deple-472

tions in the nightside Martian upp er atmosphere varies with b oth internal and external473

conditions. For such a purp ose, the extensive measurements made by the MAVEN SWEA474

instrument [ Mitchel l et al. , 2016] are utilized to identify a total numb er of 394,020 de-475

pletions based on the criterion that the integrated electron energy flux from 3 eV to 4.6 keV476

b e less than a threshold level of 1 � 10 9 eV cm � 2 s � 1 .477

Our analysis reveals some interesting variations which could b e summarized as fol-478

lows. (1) The fractional o ccurrence of electron depletions declines systematically with479

increasing altitude. (2) An abnormal dis tribution of electron depletions is encountered480

within a circularly symmetric region near SZA � 130 � where substantially less deple-481

tions are observed than the surrounding regions. (3) Electron depletions are more eas-482

ily observed when the ambient magnetic fields are stronger and also when the field lines483

are more horizontal. (4) The o ccurrence of depletions is enhanced under high SW dy-484

namic pressures. (5) At fixed altitudes, the o ccurrence of depletions increase s system-485

atically with atmospheric CO 2 density but this trend is only seen in weakly magnetized486

regions and at relatively low altitudes.487

The ab ove observations suggest that the formation of electron depletions in the night-488

side Martian upp er atmosphere is controlle d by two pro cesses, i.e., magnetic shielding489

and CO 2 absorption [ Steckiewicz et al. , 2015]. Near strong crustal magnetic anomalies,490

the preferred formation of closed magnetic lo ops effectively shields the atmosphere from491

direct acces s of SW ele ctrons at all altitudes examined here [e .g. Ma et al. , 2002]. Such492

a shielding should also b e strongly mo dulated by the upstream SW condition in that an493
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enhanced SW dynamic pressure leads to a compresse d ionosphere on Mars which in turn494

allows an easier acces s of SW e lectron precipitation [e.g. Ma et al. , 2004]. In weakly mag-495

netized regions, SW electrons are able to precipitate into the atmosphere unhindered but496

their inte ns ity is substantially reduced at low altitudes due to energy degradation via497

inelastic collisions with atmospheric neutrals.498

The observational results presented here highlight the roles of magnetic shielding499

and CO 2 absorption in the formation of elec tron depletions on the nightside of Mars. It500

is equally imp ortant to evaluate the outcomes of such an interesting feature [e.g. Fow ler501

et al. , 2015; Girazian et al. , 2017a; Cui et al. , 2019]. Our analysis of the MAVEN data502

suggests that b oth the ionospheric plasma content and thermal electron temp erature are503

substantially reduced in regions with depletions as compared to regions without. These504

observations clearly supp ort SW elec tron precipitation as an imp ortant source of exter-505

nal energy that drives the variability in the nightside Martian upp er atmosphere and iono-506

sphere [e.g. Lil lis et al. , 2018].507
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